PRESS RELEASE
LANDI RENZO S.p.A.: also Toyota chooses LANDI RENZO. From now on Aygo and Yaris
LPG versions.
Cavriago (RE), March, 2nd, 2010 - Landi Renzo S.p.A-, a world leader in the field of eco-mobility,
listed on the STAR segment of the Italian Stock Exchange, will start supplying to Toyota Aygo and
Yaris models in LPG version, on sale from 6 and 7 March in an Open Weekend Toyota.
"Landi Renzo - says the CEO, Claudio Carnevale - join today its brand to one of the leading
manufacturers of automobiles in the world. Toyota, aware of the importance that the LPG option
increasingly represents in the end user choice, is now offering two success models, Aygo and Yaris,
powered with alternative fuel.
Being chosen as a partner of Toyota in the development and production of its LPG bi-fuel vehicles –
Carnevale says - is a further proof of both technological and development skills of Landi Renzo, so
to be a premium partner of main car manufacturers worldwide".
LPG Aygo and Yaris both have been developed on the 1.0 engine with manual transmission.
The basis of this development is therefore the Toyota Optimal Drive (TOD) technology, while
maintaining or even enhancing the superior features and benefits arising from it: the pleasure of
driving, low fuel consumption and low emissions.
The Toyota Optimal Drive 1.0 units confirms his extraordinary talent even with the LPG supply,
keeping unchanged by clocking performance and excellent results for the levels of CO2 emissions
(101 g / km for Aygo and 113 g / km for Yaris).
The cost savings allowed by the GPL is confirmed by the following data: filling up Aygo (less than
20 €) with LPG provides a mileage of over 500 km, for total mileage petrol + LPG of over 1,500 km;
the total petrol + LPG Yaris mileage is over 1,400 km.
Landi Renzo is a world leader in the sector of components and LPG and CNG fuel systems for
motor vehicles.
Based in Cavriago (Reggio Emilia - Italy) and with more than 50 years’ experience in the sector,
Landi Renzo is distinguished by the sustained growth of its revenues and the extent of its
international operations, with a presence in over 50 countries.
Landi Renzo S.p.A. has been listed in the STAR segment of Borsa Italiana since June 2007.
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